
by JOEL B. POLLAK 2 Mar 2015

President Barack Obama took a stab at Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu in an interview with Reuters on Monday, on
the eve of Netanyahu’s controversial speech to a special joint
session of Congress on Tuesday morning. Obama said that
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Netanyahu “made all sorts of claims” about the interim nuclear
deal with Iran that turned out to be untrue. Yet Obama
mischaracterized Netanyahu’s remarks, and misrepresented
Iranian compliance with the terms of the interim deal.

Obama’s full comment on Monday was: “Netanyahu made all sorts of claims. This was
going to be a terrible deal. This was going to result in Iran getting 50 billion dollars worth
of relief. Iran would not abide by the agreement. None of that has come true. It has turned
out that in fact, during this period we’ve seen Iran not advance its program. In many ways,
it’s rolled back elements of its program.”

However, each element of that claim is untrue–and some are outright lies.

The deal is a “terrible” deal, by the standards of the international community when Obama
came to office, when the UN Security Council had banned any nuclear enrichment at all by
Iran.

Furthermore, Netanyahu did not say that Iran would receive “50 billion dollars worth of
relief.”

Obama seems to be misquoting an Israeli claim that sanctions relief would be $20 billion
rather than the $7 billion the Obama administration promised. The Israelis were later
proven to be correct.

Obama is also wrong when he claims Iran has abided by the agreement. It has violated
that agreement in at least five ways–and one of those violations was so serious that the
U.S. actually complained to the UN Security Council.

Iran claims otherwise, of course–which is why Democratic Sen. Bob Menendez of New
Jersey likened Obama’s rhetoric to “talking points…straight out of Tehran.” Obama’s
apparent confusion shows exactly why Bibi’s speech is necessary and urgent.
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• •

Alphadog •  

Ah the Community organizer...always keepin' it classy!

   

• •

wesley69  •  

The Alinskyite-in-Chief is taking a page from Rules of Radicals, the Bible of the

Radical Left to discredit Netanyahu.

* RULE 5: “Ridicule is man’s most potent weapon.” There is no defense. It’s

irrational. It’s infuriating. It also works as a key pressure point to force the

enemy into concessions.

* RULE 12: Pick the target, freeze it, personalize it, and polarize it.” Cut off the

support network and isolate the target from sympathy. Go after people and not

institutions; people hurt faster than institutions.

http://www.bestofbeck.com/wp/a...

Saul Alinsky dedicated his work to Lucifer, who was the first individual to win his

own kingdom. Considering the partners Obama is willing to get into bed with,

one has to wonder if Obama's actions are dedicated to that same individual.

   

• •

pcnav  •  

He seems to dedicate most of his time defending and pushing muslim

causes.

   

• •

Akela  •  

Because he IS one. WHO does NOT get that by now?

   

• •

Greg B.  •  

Only right wing wackjobs like yourself believe this claim.

   

• •

Jim Barrow  •  

Spoken like a true useful idiot, Greg.

   

• •

sexualintellectual  •  

obama had to learn about Christianity from reverend wright in
order to be a viable political candidate in this country.

  

• •

sipius  •  

Obola is a radical Muslim who wants the world burning and at
each other's throat.......betrayer of his oath of office, the American

people, Israel, Egypt, Ukraine, blacks, legal immigrants, and

humanity at large.......a resentment filled marxist to boot....

   

Guest  •  

pcnav Tristan . if you, thought Charlotte `s st0rry is neat...

last thursday I got a brand new Honda from having made

$7293 this-last/month and even more than 10/k this past
month . this is certainly my favourite work Ive had . I began

this seven months/ago and pretty much immediately was
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